Local plane-wave decomposition (LPWD) and local shift imaging condition (LSIC) methods for extracting angle-domain common-image gathers (ADCIGs) from prestack reverse time migration are based on the local plane-wave assumption, and both suffer from a trade-off in choosing the local window size. Small windows produce clean ADCIGs, but with low angle resolution, whereas large windows produce noisy ADCIGs, which include smearing-effect artifacts, but with high angle resolution. The cause of the smearing-effect artifacts in LPWD is the crosscorrelation of plane waves obtained by decomposition of the source and receiver wavefronts, at points that do not lie on the source wavefront excitation time trajectory. The cause of the smearing-effect artifacts in LSIC is the decomposition of curved events of offset-domain common-image gathers (ODCIGs) at incorrect depth points at zero offset. These artifacts can occur even if the migration velocity model is correct. Two methods were proposed to remove the artifacts. In the LPWD method, the smearing-effect artifacts were removed by decomposing and crosscorrelating the resulting source and receiver plane waves only at image points and excitation (image) times. In the LSIC method, the artifacts were removed by decomposing curved events in ODCIGs into planar events only at zero-offset target image points. Numerical tests with synthetic data revealed the success of the proposed methods.
INTRODUCTION
Angle-domain common-image gathers (ADCIGs) from prestack reverse time migration (RTM) are a key component of wave-equation migration velocity analysis. Reflection events in ADCIGs are flat when a correct velocity model is used for migration, curved up when the migration velocity model is slower, or curved down when the migration velocity model is faster than the correct model ( Figure 1 ). Velocity updates are related to the curvature of the events, as defined by picking residual depth moveouts (Xie and Yang, 2008b; Zhang and McMechan, 2013) , or by differential semblance optimization (Shen and Symes, 2008) .
Several methods are proposed to extract the ADCIGs from RTM. They fall into three main categories (Jin et al., 2014) . The first category is direction-vector-based (DVB) methods, which are based on the first spatial and time derivatives of the wavefield amplitudes (the Poynting-vector-based method or the polarization-vector-based method) (Yoon and Marfurt, 2006; Dickens and Winbow, 2011; McMechan, 2011a, 2011b) , or of the instantaneous phase of the wavefield (Zhang and McMechan, 2011b; Jin et al., 2014) . These methods are fast, but they are not stable for complicated wavefields that contain overlapping events because they calculate only one propagation direction per image point per time step (Vyas et al., 2011) .
The second category is local plane-wave decomposition (LPWD), which decomposes source and receiver wavefronts using local spatial windows and calculating propagation angles of the local wavefields by Fourier transforms (FTs) (Xie and Wu, 2002; Xu et al., 2011) or slant-stack transforms (SSs) (Xie and Yang, 2008a; Xie, 2011, 2012) based on an assumption that the wavefields are locally planar. The third category is the local-shift imaging condition (LSIC), which first produces subsurface-offset-domain common-image gathers (ODCIGs) by crosscorrelating the wavefields that are shifted horizontally and/or vertically with respect to each other and then transforming the ODCIGs into ADCIGs by FTs (Sava and Fomel, 2003 , 2005a , 2005b or by SSs (Sava and Fomel, 2003; Biondi and Symes, 2004) . This is also based on an assumption that the events in the ODCIGs are locally planar.
The LPWD and LSIC methods assume local plane waves, and so they produce very similar results if they are implemented with the same window size (Jin et al., 2014) . When the windows are large (or without using local windows, by transforming each individual OD-CIG in the LSIC [Biondi and Symes, 2004] or transforming whole source and receiver wavefields in the LPWD [Jin et al., 2014] ), the local wavefields (in the LPWD) and the events in the ODCIGs (in the LSIC) are less likely to be straight, so smearing-effect artifacts (Jin et al., 2014) are generated. Figure 2 shows ADCIGs that contain smearing-effect artifacts (most of the nonflat events). The ADCIGs in Figure 2a -2d, and in the bottom panel of Figure 2e are obtained using the LSIC method; those in the upper panel of Figure 2e are obtained using the LPWD method. All are synthetic examples and are migrated using a smoothed version of correct velocity models, so the events in the ADCIGs are expected to be flat. However, some events are curved up or down, especially at salt boundaries, which look like (but are not) the velocity-dependent moveouts illustrated in Figure 1 . Consequently, current migration velocity analysis algorithms (Shen and Symes, 2008; Xie and Yang, 2008b; Zhang and Biondi, 2013) or automatic picking of moveouts (Siliqi et al., 2007; Siliqi and Talaalout, 2009; Liu and Han, 2010; Panizzardi et al., 2011) face challenges because of the smearingeffect artifacts. Stolk and Symes (2004) note that different data partitions (e.g., common-source, common-receiver, plane-wave, or offset) produce angle gathers with different moveouts. Different extrapolators (e.g., Kirchhoff, two-way wave equations, or one-way wave equations) (Stolk and de Hoop, 2002; Stolk and Symes, 2002; Stolk et al., 2009; Fomel, 2011 ) also generate different characteristic artifacts. Neglect of multipathing also produces artifacts associated with the imaging of such waves in the wrong place. The artifacts that we consider below are produced by crosscorrelation of plane waves in the source and receiver wavefield decompositions (in the LPWD algorithm) and those produced by the plane-wave decompositions of ODCIGs at zero offset (in the LSIC algorithm).
On the other hand, when the windows are small (with a size of a few wavelengths at the dominant frequency [Xie and Wu, 2002; Xu et al., 2011] ), the ADCIGs from the LPWD and the LSIC are cleaner because a small window is more likely to satisfy the local plane-wave assumption, but the angle resolution is low (Jin et al., 2014) . The low angle resolution does not provide reliable moveouts at far angles (as will be shown below). In the LSIC method, small subsurface offsets can be considered as small local windows. To achieve high angle resolution in ADCIGs, large windows are needed in the LPWD and LSIC methods. Thus, it is important to solve the problem of the smearing-effect artifacts that are also a consequence of large windows. The tradeoff between angle resolution and artifacts as a function of the window size has been an issue for more than a decade (e.g., Xie and Wu, 2002; Yan and Xie, 2012; Jin et al., 2014) , and it remains unsolved; we provide some insights below.
We first demonstrate the importance of high angle resolution and the causes of the smearing-effect artifacts in the LPWD and LSIC. Then, we propose separate solutions for the LPWD and LSIC to remove the smearing-effect artifacts using large windows, to generate ADCIGs that have high angle resolution and are free of the smearing-effect artifacts. Jin et al. (2014) illustrate the fact that angle resolution in ADCIGs depends on the range of wavenumbers, rather than the wavenumber sampling (Xu et al., 2011) . Below, we show that the range of wavenumbers is directly quantifiable in terms of the Fresnel zone; the latter provides a more useful physical explanation. Zero padding or wavenumber-domain oversampling (Xu et al., 2010) increases the wavenumber sampling, but it does not increase the angle resolution (Jin et al., 2014) ; the angle resolution (via the width of the (Dickens and Winbow, 2011) SEAM model (Yoon et al., 2011) 2D BP TTI data set (Xu et al., 2011) 2D Sigsbee data set (Jin et al., 2014) Circular target (Zhang and Sun, 2009) 2004 BP 2D data set Figure 2 . These parts of RTM ADCIGs are from five recent papers. The ADCIGs contain the smearing-effect artifacts, even though they are migrated with correct velocity models and use synthetic data. The transparent red polygons represent salt bodies.
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Fresnel zone) depends only on the window size before zero padding; large windows produce high angle-resolution ADCIGs, and small windows produce low angle-resolution ADCIGs (Jin et al., 2014) . Although large windows produce high angle-resolution ADCIGs, they are not always preferred because the large window implementation increases the computation time of the LPWD (Xu et al., 2011) , and it also increases the smearing-effect artifacts because wavefronts in large windows are less likely to satisfy the plane-wave assumption (Jin et al., 2014) . Then why do we need the large windows in the LPWD and LSIC methods? Also, why is the angle resolution important in ADCIGs? To answer these questions, we need to compare the ADCIGs obtained with different window sizes (and hence, different angle resolutions).
The first of the following three subsections defines angle resolution and its distinction from the smearing artifacts. The second subsection describes the relation between the Fresnel zone, angle resolution, and smearing artifacts in the content of the window size, in data from a single source. The third subsection illustrates the importance of angle resolution by showing the ADCIGs using multiple sources, as a function of window size.
Definition of angle resolution
The two panels in Figure 3 show source wavefronts with the same frequency and wavelength at depth D, but with different radii of curvature. The propagation angle resolution at depth D for the high-curvature wavefront in Figure 3a is α 1 , and it is α 2 in the lowcurvature wavefront in Figure 3b . These angle apertures are defined by the two plane waves from the plane-wave decomposition (the blue lines) that are tangent to the wavefronts and that pass through the black dots that are one-half cycle away (along the plane waves) from the target point (at depth D). The angle resolution is inversely proportional to the wavefront curvature and to the wavelength. For example, a plane wave has an infinitely large radius of curvature, so the angle resolution is the highest. For a constant curvature, the angle resolution will be higher for smaller wavelengths.
The horizontal dashed lines labeled F in Figure 3 denote the diameter of the corresponding Fresnel zones. At depths other than D, such as A in Figure 3a , there will be plane-wave contributions (i.e., the red solid line in Figure 3a ) which, when crosscorrelated with the plane waves of the receiver wavefields, produce the smearing artifacts which are trajectories in the reflection angle and depth plane as described in the following sections. So, the angle resolution in ADCIGs corresponds to the image extension over reflection angles at a single depth, and the smearing-effect artifacts correspond to the image extension over incident/reflection angles at the incorrect depths.
Relation between angle resolution, smearing-effect artifacts, and the effect of window size
To illustrate the relation between the angle resolution, smearingeffect artifacts, and the effect of window size, we generate synthetic data from a simple velocity model (Figure 4) , with a 2D scalar finite-difference extrapolator (eighth order in space and second order in time). The grid spacing in the vertical and the horizontal dimensions is 10 m, and the time sample increment is 1 ms. The 100 sources are located from the horizontal position 0.0 to 3.0 km at the top of the model, with 30 m spacing. The 300 receivers are located along the entire surface of the model, with 20 m spacing. The recording geometry is a fixed spread. The source is a Ricker wavelet with 20-Hz dominant frequency, so the dominant wavelength at the average velocity of 2.0 km∕s is ∼0.1 km (10 grid points). For migration, source and receiver wavefields are extrapolated through a smoothed version of the correct velocity model in Figure 4 .
In Figure 5 , the ADCIGs for a single source, obtained from the LSIC (the upper panels) and the LPWD (the lower panels) are almost the same if the same window size is used, except that the angle resolution of the LPWD is a little lower because of convolution over the source and receiver wavenumbers. Because the ADCIGs are from a single source, they are expected to contain a single event (with a small spread in angles, related to the local Fresnel zone) for each image point. Events of high angle resolution have smaller spreads in angles than those of low angle resolution. The angle resolution for both methods increases with the window size before zero padding (from 30 × 30 to 150 × 150 grid points) or wavenumber sampling. However, for the LSIC and LPWD, the wavenumber sampling increment (using the same the window size after zero padding to ∼600 × 600 grid points) and the corresponding angle bin sampling increment are the same (1°) (see Appendix A).
The angle resolution does not continuously increase with increasing window size beyond the point at which it is equal to, or larger 
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than, the Fresnel zone. For example, for the first-layer reflection (which has a Fresnel zone width of ∼54 grid points), no increase of angle resolution is seen for the window sizes >60 × 60 grid points in Figure 5a and 5b. For the second-and third-layer reflections (which have Fresnel zone widths of ∼70 grid points and ∼84 grid points, respectively), no increase is seen in Figure 5a and 5b for window sizes >90 × 90 grid points. Each frequency has a different Fresnel zone width, so there is a corresponding range of window sizes.
A larger Fresnel zone width does not necessarily mean higher angle resolution. The Fresnel zone width just indicates the maximum angle resolution, which can be achieved when the width is the same as the window size. The angle resolution will be high for small wavelengths and less curved wavefronts. Similarly, the amplitudes of the images in the ADCIGs increase with the window size when the window size is smaller than the Fresnel zone, but they do not change when the window size is larger than the Fresnel zone ( Figure 5 ).
On the other hand, as the local window size increases, the wavefronts in the local windows are less likely to satisfy the local planewave assumption and consequently, the smearing-effect artifacts increase in terms of their amplitudes and the ranges of slopes of the four "legs" (marked by the black arrows in Figure 5b ). The artifacts in the shallowest reflection event are stronger because the wavefront at the shallowest reflector has a smaller radius of curvature than those at the deeper reflectors. The artifacts are more obvious (when the window sizes are large) for more complicated velocity models, especially at salt boundaries, which locally generate wavefronts with small radii of curvature; e.g., Jin et al. (2014) show smearingeffect artifacts in small and large window implementations. The curvatures (up or down) and the amplitudes of the smearing-effect artifacts (in ADCIGs for all sources) are model and data dependent; they depend on the combined effects of the local window size, receiver, and source geometries, the wavefields in the local windows, and the velocity errors.
Importance of angle resolution
When the ADCIGs are stacked over all 100 sources, those that are migrated with the correct velocity are flat and look the same for all window sizes (see the upper panels in Figure 6 ) because the low angle-resolution events spread horizontally. However, when the migration velocity model is not correct, e.g., if it is slower than the correct model, the events will be curved up, and different window sizes (and thus, the different angle resolutions) produce different results (see the lower panels in Figure 6 ). A low angle resolution provides reliable angle-dependent residual moveouts only at the small reflection angles, but not at the large reflection angles, so the velocity cannot be updated effectively because the residual moveouts at large angles are more sensitive to velocity errors. This is because a small subsurface offset window will mute the larger sub- surface offsets that tend to include energy from large offsets (or scattering angles) when the velocity is inaccurate. This simple test demonstrates the importance of high angle resolution in ADCIGs, for which a large window size of at least six to nine wavelengths is required at the dominant frequency. The smearing-effect artifacts are not evident ( Figure 6 ) because the artifacts at each image point add destructively in the ADCIGs for all sources, in this simple velocity model.
SMEARING-EFFECT ARTIFACTS IN LOCAL PLANE-WAVE DECOMPOSITION
Source and receiver wavefields that are decomposed into plane waves using large windows are more likely to be curved. In the LPWD implemented with FTs, a curved wavefront is decomposed into a series of plane waves, each with a slope and an amplitude (Figure 7a ). The LPWD (FT) method (Xu et al., 2011 ) is implemented by convolution of the source and receiver wavefields in the frequency/wavenumber domain, which are obtained by applying 3D FTs (for 2D wavefields within local windows) in the time/ space domain. Within the loops over the frequencies and across local windows, the wavenumber-domain convolution multiplies the amplitude of each point in the source wavenumber-domain wavefield with the amplitudes of all points in the receiver wavenumberdomain wavefield. Angle estimations are made from each source and receiver wavenumber pair. Thus, in the corresponding time/ space domain (Figure 7a ), within the loops over the image time and across local windows, a decomposed source plane wave (the thin blue straight lines) is multiplied (point-by-point) with all the decomposed receiver plane waves (the thin green straight lines) in the local spatial window. The smearing-effect artifacts result from the crosscorrelation of the decomposed source and receiver plane waves at depths of nonphysical reflectors, such as at representative points A and B in Figure 7a and 7b, which do not lie on the undecomposed source wavefront (the source excitation image time trajectory), so points A and B are not at image depth C, but are spread over incorrect image depths as the incident/reflection angles get farther from the imaged specular reflection at C. Points A and B are contributions to the ADCIG from one source at one time. The complete artifact trajectory in Figure 7b is the sum over all times. The complete ADCIG is a second sum over all sources. The smearing-effect artifacts in the ADCIGs appear over continuously varying depths, reflection angles, and amplitudes of the plane waves that result from the decompositions of the source and receiver wavefronts.
In the LPWD implemented with SSs (Yan and Xie, 2009 , 2012 , the curved wavefield is decomposed into a series of plane waves by SS. The method is (mathematically) equivalent to the FT implementation (Jin et al., 2014) , and so it also suffers from the smearing-effect artifacts when the window size is large, for the same reason as in the LPWD (with FTs) method does. Having determined 
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the causes of the smearing-effect artifacts, we can now propose a solution to remove them by constraining the decomposition of the source and receiver plane waves to be only at the points on the source excitation time trajectory (Figure 7c ). The migration is implemented as the variant of prestack RTM, of a common-source gather, that uses the excitation amplitude imaging condition (Deng and McMechan, 2007; Nguyen and McMechan, 2009 , as follows. During the source wavefield extrapolation, saving all the source time snapshots (as in the conventional crosscorrelation implementation) is replaced with a single-valued trajectory of amplitudes at the points that satisfy the imaging condition at that time, and these are saved in a single array that has the same dimensions as the migrated image. The image time at each point is defined as the time at which the maximum amplitude occurs in the source wavefield as it passes through that point. Then, at each time step during the reverse time propagation of the receiver wavefield, the amplitudes in the receiver wavefield are multiplied, pointby-point by the amplitudes in the precomputed source array at the points that are imaged at that time; this is a crosscorrelation imaging condition that minimizes storage and computational requirements. The main modification required for the present context is that the propagation angles also need to be computed at the points that are imaged at each time step. Multipathing is included by saving more than one excitation time and amplitude at each point during the source extrapolation, and applying them independently to the propagating receiver wavefield, as shown by Jin et al. (2015) and by Nguyen and McMechan (2015) .
We find multiple excitation (image) times in the source wavefield at each grid point by picking multiple highest amplitude arrivals, which can be local peaks. Two events picked at one grid point should have a minimum time difference of the time duration of a wavelet (Yoon et al., 2011) to make each a separate reflection event, rather than local peaks within a single event (a wavelet). If the model is complicated, there may be multipaths, and so more arrivals will needed to be picked at each grid point to include them. The Np excitation times at all grid points T s MAX ðNx; Ny; Nz; NpÞ, and the corresponding Np highest amplitudes and propagation angles are saved into disk storage. Here, Nx, Ny, and Nz are the numbers of grid points along x-, y-, and z-directions, respectively. This part is the first step of the multiple-excitation imaging condition (MEXIC) developed by Jin et al. (2015) .
At each time step t, the source wavefield is decomposed into plane waves by SSs in the time/space domain Xie, 2009, 2010 ), using U s ðθ s ; x; tÞ ¼
Similarly, at each time step during the receiver backward extrapolation in time, the receiver wavefield is decomposed using U r ðθ r ; x; tÞ ¼ X x 0 U r ½θ r ; x 0 ; t þ p r · ðx 0 − xÞ:
In equations 1 and 2, U s and U r are the source and receiver wavefield amplitudes; respectively, at the spatial location x where the wavefield is decomposed. Here, x 0 represents every grid point in a local space window, and p s and p r are the source and receiver slowness vectors, associated with the propagation angles θ s and θ r , respectively. In this method, we do not decompose the source and receiver wavefields at every grid point and every time Xie, 2009, 2010) , but only at the points along the excitation (image) time trajectory. So, x in equations 1 and 2 represents only the grid points, where one excitation time T s MAX ðNx; Ny; Nz; NpÞ is equal to the time t (i.e., the points along the blue curved wavefield in the window at that time in Figure 7c ). The maximum amplitude contribution (at C in Figure 7b ) occurs at the image time when the two thick curved blue and green (source and receiver) wavefronts (in Figure 7a and 7c) coincide at the common-image point (CIP) position; this also corresponds to the coincidence of the two thick (blue and green) plane waves that are tangent to their corresponding wavefronts at the same point. The coincidence of plane-wave positions at other times (such as that in Figure 7a and 7b) contribute to the smearing artifacts at points, such as at A and B. The angledomain image Iðθ; xÞ in Figure 7b is obtained by crosscorrelating the decomposed source and the receiver wavefields Xie, 2009, 2010) , but again, we apply it only along the image point trajectory, where the time t is equal to the excitation time T s MAX ðNx; Ny; Nz; NpÞ 
where θ ¼ ðθ s − θ r Þ∕2 is the reflection angle. We call this new method LPWD with multiple-excitation imaging conditions (LPWD-MEX). The MEXIC multiplies the amplitudes of the receiver wavefields with the amplitudes along the trajectory of the source spikes that are extracted at each time step during the source forward extrapolation. Thus, the wavelengths of the reflection events in the images are approximately half of those obtained by crosscorrelation of the source and receiver wavefields (Chattopadhyay and McMechan, 2008 ). This method is as expensive as the LPWD (FT) method because the wavefield decomposition and convolution are applied in loops of θ s (from 0°to 360°), θ r (from 0°to 360°) and t (see equations 1, 2, and 3). To speed up the computation, we use the Poynting vectorbased method (Yoon and Marfurt, 2006; Dickens and Winbow, 2011) to calculate approximate reference source and receiver propagation angles, which are then used to constrain the scanning ranges of the angles in equations 1 and 2, instead of using all angles in the range from 0°to 360°. If the model is complicated, the Poynting vector-based method is less reliable (Vyas et al., 2011; Jin et al., 2014) , so the scanning ranges should be larger than those for a simple velocity model.
SMEARING-EFFECT ARTIFACTS IN THE LOCAL SHIFT IMAGING CONDITION
The LSIC method involves two steps (Sava and Fomel, 2003 , 2005a , 2005b Biondi and Symes, 2004; Fomel, 2004 Fomel, , 2011 ) where h x is the subsurface horizontal shift, ω is the angular frequency, and * represents the conjugate of a complex value. In the second step, each HOCIG Iðx; z; h x Þ is transformed to the wavenumber-domain HOCIG Iðx; k z ; k h x Þ by applying 2D FTs, from which reflection angles are calculated from each pair of subsurface horizontal-offset wavenumber k h x and depth wavenumber k z (Sava and Fomel, 2003 , 2005a , 2005b using
Then, the wavenumber-domain images Iðx; k z ; k h x ; θÞ are transformed back to space-domain images Iðx; z; θÞ by inverse 2D FTs. Alternatively, the reflection angles can be calculated by applying SSs (Schultz and Claerbout, 1978) to each HOCIG Iðx; z; h x Þ to directly calculate the reflection angles from slopes of plane waves (Sava and Fomel, 2003; Biondi and Symes, 2004) . The SSs alter the waveforms with phase shifts (Luo et al., 2010; Jin et al., 2014) , so here, we use FTs instead of SSs when transforming from HOCIGs to ADCIGs. The local plane-wave assumption occurs in the first step. If the source and the receiver wavefronts for a single source in a local window are perfectly planar (Figure 8a) , the relationship between the horizontal shifts and the image depths at a CIP position is linear, and the event in the HOCIG is straight (Figure 8b ). The slope of the straight event is the reflection angle, which can be calculated by an FT or a SS. However, when the wavefronts are curved (or even if only one wavefront is curved; Figure 8c ), the event in the HOCIG will not be straight (Figure 8d ). This is very common for large windows.
In the second step, when transforming the HOCIG to the ADCIG, a straight event (Figure 8b) will be transformed to a single image event in the ADCIGs (e.g., the point A in Figure 9b) , and a curved event is decomposed into a series of the planar events (Figure 9a) by an FT or a SS; the smearing-effect artifacts result from the decomposed planar events at zero offset, such as at points B, C, and D in Figure 9a and 9b. They usually appear at continuously varying depths, reflection angles, and amplitudes of the plane waves (Figure 9b ) that result from decomposition of the HOCIGs (Figure 9a) .
The solution to remove the smearing-effect artifacts in the LSIC is similar to that in the LPWD, but this is now done in the postmigrated (HOCIG) domain. We constrain the decomposition of the curved event (Figure 9a ) to be only at the depth point in the corresponding image (Figure 9c ), at zero offset in each HOCIG for each source. Locating the target image events is automated by searching along the depth vector at zero offset (Figure 9a ). Locating the events in the HOCIGs and transforming them to ADCIGs are done for each source independently because the image depths for each location, migrated from different sources, are different when the migration velocity model is incorrect. We call this new Smearing-effect artifacts in ADCIGs U19 method target-oriented LSIC (or T-LSIC). The implementation of the T-LSIC is the same as for the LSIC (FT) method Fomel, 2005a, 2005b) , except that z in Iðx; z; θÞ represents every image depth sample in the LISC (FT) method, whereas in the proposed T-LSIC method, z in Iðx; z; θÞ represents only the image depths of the most prominent events at zero offset in the HOCIGs for each source (Figure 8d) , and the plane-wave decomposition (Figure 9c ) is done only for those target image points; Iðx; z; θÞ is assigned the value of zero at depths at which there are no image events.
NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
The two new methods, LPWD-MEX and T-LSIC are tested on synthetic data for the velocity model in Figure 10 to compare the results with those previously obtained by the LPWD and LSIC methods, for the same model by Jin et al. (2014) . A 2D scalar finite-difference extrapolator that is eighth order in space and second order in time is used with grid spacing of 10 m in the vertical and horizontal directions, with a time sample increment of 1 ms. The 250 sources used are located from horizontal positions 2.5 to 7.5 km at the top of the model with spacing of 20 m; the 500 receivers used are located over the entire surface of the model with spacing of 20 m. Each source is recorded on all receivers. The source is a Ricker wavelet with 20-Hz dominant frequency, so the dominant wavelength is ∼0.1 km (10 grid points), and the length of Fresnel zone at the dipping reflector is ∼70 grid points, and ∼60-85 grid points at the circular velocity anomaly. The green box marked in Figure 10 is the area in which the ADCIGs are displayed in Figure 11 . For migration, the source and receiver wavefields are extrapolated through a smoothed version of the correct velocity model in Figure 10 . Figure 11 shows representative ADCIGs (left panels) and the corresponding stacked images (right panels) obtained from the two new methods (LPWD-MEX and T-LSIC) as well as three previous methods (the Poynting-vector-based method and the LSIC with FT and SS). The results from the LPWD (FT) method are not shown here because they are very similar to those from the LSIC (FT) method, which is shown in Figure 5 , and by Jin et al. (2014) .
All the ADCIGs in Figure 11b -11e, are obtained with the same large window size, which has 64 × 64 grid points (∼6 wavelengths at the dominant frequency), so the corresponding angle resolutions are all high. The two new methods, the LPWD-MEX (Figure 11d ) and the T-LSIC (Figure 11e ) remove the smearing-effect artifacts that are previously seen in the LSIC methods implemented by FTs (Figure 11b ) and SSs (Figure 11c ). In the LSIC (SS) method (Figure 11c ) and the LPWD-MEX (Figure 11d ), the phase of the waveforms is shifted by π∕2 because of the SS implementation (Phinney et al., 1981; Durrani and Bisset, 1984; Tatham, 1984) ; the former gives inaccurate phases because the SS used in the LSIC method is a radial trace transform, which stacks amplitudes only at the points along a search line, whereas the LPWD-MEX stacks amplitudes at all the points in a local window (equations 1 and 2), and so it is more accurate (Figure 11d ). The ADCIGs obtained from the Poynting-vector-based method (Figure 11a ) look the best, but the reflection angles and the amplitudes of the images migrated from overlapping events are not reliable (Jin et al., 2014) .
DISCUSSION
The LPWD-MEX and T-LSIC methods not only remove smearing-effect artifacts, but also reduce computation time. The computational performance of the LPWD-MEX is improved by decomposing and crosscorrelating only at the points along the source excitation time trajectory, and also by incorporating initial angle estimates from Poynting vectors to limit the angle-scan range when decomposing the wavefield into plane waves. The actual computation time depends on the window size, the model size, structural and velocity complexity, as well as scan range of angles, and so it is data dependent and not easy to quantify. The computational performance of the T-LSIC is improved by decomposing the events in the HOCIGs only at the target image depths; this may lose some small-amplitude events, depending on the amplitude threshold in the picking 
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algorithm, but it has a negligible effect on migration velocity analysis, which uses only the dominant reflectors. The T-LSIC method cannot remove the parts of smearing-effect artifacts that appear at the same depths as the target image points, such as the artifacts in the black oval in Figure 12b , which are at the same depth as the upper image point in Figure 12c . The smearingeffect artifacts in the black oval are contributions from plane waves (e.g., the representative plane wave marked by the black line in Figure 12c ) that are decomposed from the lower green curved event (Figure 12c ). These artifacts cannot be removed because this plane wave also passes through the upper image point (Figure 12c ) at zero offset. So, in the areas where there are a sequence of thin sediments, the T-LSIC method may not be applicable; e.g., the smearing-effect artifacts in the thin sediments above the top of the salt in Figure 2d cannot be removed with the T-LSIC method. In these areas, the LPWD-MEX will be more successful.
The extensions of the LPWD-MEX and the T-LSIC methods to 3D are similar to those of the LPWD (Xu et al., 2011) and the LSIC (Fomel, 2004) , and the computation time of the LPWD-MEX and the T-LSIC methods in 3D will be very expensive. Amplitudes in the ADCIGs are not explicitly, quantitatively considered here; only depth residuals are needed for velocity updates, but amplitudes would also be needed for subsequent application of AVA analysis, together with true-amplitude RTM (Deng and McMechan, 2007; Zhang and Sun, 2009; Qin and McGarry, 2013) , by source normalization of the imaging conditions and by compensating the attenuation and transmission loss (Deng and McMechan, 2007) . These are beyond the scope of the present paper.
An elastic LPWD is developed (in the frequency domain) by Yan and Xie (2012) , which decomposes receiver P-and S-waves into plane waves during elastic extrapolations and separation by divergence and curl. Elastic LPWD-MEX may follow the procedures of the elastic LPWD, requiring additional picking of source P-wave excitation (image) times. Elastic T-LSIC may follow the procedures of the elastic LSIC (FT) (Yan and Sava, 2008) , where target image points should be picked at zero offset of HOCIGs migrated by the crosscorrelation of pure wave modes. The LPWD-MEX and T-LSIC methods calculate phase propagation angles, which are perpendicular to the local plane waves. So, both can be directly applied to anisotropic media if ADCIGs are binned by phase angles.
In the LPWD-MEX method, the picking of a few highest amplitude arrivals is done in the source wavefields, so this step is not affected by the presence of noise in the recorded data. In the T-LSIC method, picking of target image points is done in HOCIGs for a single source, which may be affected by the presence of coherent, incoherent, or random noise. Angle-domain decomposition of the receiver wavefields (equation 2) in the LPWD-MEX and transforming HOCIGs to ADCIGs in the T-LSIC method may be affected by coherent noise, but not by incoherent or random noise because such noise will interfere destructively when stacking in SS or FT implementations.
CONCLUSIONS
We have investigated and illustrated the causes of the smearingeffect artifacts and of the angle resolution in the ADCIGs obtained from the LPWD and the LSIC methods, which are based on local plane-wave assumptions. The smearing-effect artifacts in LPWD result from crosscorrelating decomposed source and receiver plane waves at points that do not lie on the source wavefront excitation time trajectory. The smearing-effect artifacts in LSIC result from decomposition of curved HOCIG events at incorrect depth points at zero offset. From this understanding of the causes, two methods are developed to remove the artifacts.
The LPWD-MEX method generates ADCIGs that have high angle resolution and are free of the smearing-effect artifact by decomposing the source and receiver wavefields only at the points along the source excitation time trajectory in large spatial windows. The computational efficiency in the LPWD-MEX method is improved by incorporating the Poynting-vector-based method to provide approximate reference angles to reduce the scanning ranges of the angles in the source and receiver wavefield decomposition. The T-LSIC method generates ADCIGs that have high angle resolution and are free of the smearing-effect artifacts by decomposing the events in HOCIGs only at specific target image depths that correspond to the main reflectors, at zero offset.
APPENDIX A ANGLE SAMPLING IS DIFFERENT FROM ANGLE RESOLUTION
There is some potential confusion on the role of wavenumber sampling in the estimation of angle resolution. Angle resolution is inversely proportional to curvature and wavelength of the wavefront in the chosen local window, which increases with the window size before zero padding or wavenumber oversampling, until the window size is equal to the Fresnel zone. So, angle resolution is independent of wavenumber sampling. Extending a spatial window by zero-padding, or by increasing the wavenumber sampling, cannot increase the angle resolution, but it does increase angle sampling.
To illustrate angle sampling in detail, consider an example of the uppermost reflector in the velocity model in Figure 4 . The velocity of this layer is 2.1 km∕s, and the dominant frequency is 20 Hz, so the wavelength is 0.105 km. The depth of the shallowest reflector is 1.0 km, and the offset from the source to the CIP is 0.9 km, so the incident/reflection angle at the reflection point of the shallowest reflector is 42°, and the diameter of the Fresnel zone is 0.54 km, which is 54 grid points at a 10-m grid point increment. which from equation A-5 corresponds to j ¼ 57. So, the angle sampling increment can be quantified, from the space increment, the frequency, and the window size after zero-padding. If the window size (before zero padding or wavenumber oversampling) is less than the Fresnel zone, then the angle resolution is correspondingly reduced. Angle sampling and angle resolution are not the same. 
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